With the advantages of a simple structure and rapid construction, the rigid netting barrier (RNB) exerts a good obstruction effect on granular flow and is a common engineering measure used to prevent geological disasters in the form of granular flows. However, due to the limitations of current measuring and testing techniques, it is difficult to obtain an accurate measurement of the granular flow velocity and the impact force of granular flow on the mesh structures that are of primary concern in the design of protective structures. To study the characteristics of the obstruction process of RNBs toward granular flow, a typical impact experiment involving granular flow was numerically simulated by the discrete element method, and the correctness and effectiveness of the calculation method were also verified. On this basis, the discrete element method was applied to simulate the obstruction process affecting granular flow under different RNB setting conditions, and the calculation results clearly present the phenomena that occur during the obstruction process of RNBs toward granular flow, such as "run-up," "overflow," "passingthrough," and "grain-size segregation." By analyzing the effects of these phenomena on the obstruction efficiency and the time history of the forces acting on the RNB, the rational setting of an RNB was further discussed. is study can provide a reference for the engineering application of RNB.
Introduction
ere are many physical phenomena included in granular flows with highly mobile natures, such as avalanches, landslides, rockfalls, and debris flows, which cause human casualties and damage to infrastructure [1] [2] [3] . Over the years, various engineering measures have been used to mitigate or prevent natural granular flow disasters. Common prevention and control measures generally include civil engineering works such as check dams, grid-type dams, lateral walls, deflection and terminal walls, and berms or barriers that control debris flows [4, 5] . However, if the prevention and control engineering measures fail due to unreasonable engineering layout or insufficient project argument, they may cause more serious damage and loss [6, 7] . erefore, it is necessary to study in depth the impact of granular flows, the obstruction effect of barriers, and the structural design and rational layout of prevention and control measures. e barriers are commonly used as control measures in engineering to reduce the mobility of granular flow and slow the granular flow movement [8, 9] . Furthermore, the interaction between the grains and the structure can promote energy dissipation from the granular flow [10] . e barriers are often designed using empirical methods, and existing research on the interaction mechanism between granular flows and barriers is not deep enough [11] . erefore, the study of the interaction between granular materials and the barriers under different barrier setting conditions is of great significance for more effective control structure design [12] [13] [14] .
In recent years, several large-scale experiments [15] have been carried out to monitor the impact of granular flows with different material properties on barriers under different environmental conditions [16] [17] [18] .
ese research results provide valuable basic data and a solid foundation for the study of the obstruction process of barriers toward granular flows. However, due to the limitations of measuring and testing methods, field investigations and large-scale testing cannot clarify the complex interaction mechanism between granular flows and barriers [19] . Flume experiments indicate that the barriers can greatly reduce the flow velocity [20] .
is reduction can be estimated empirically on the basis of the cross-sectional blockage over the channel area, but it only takes into account geometric effects, without any consideration of the interaction between granular flows and barriers [21] . en, the dynamic behavior of dry granular flows toward barriers has been further studied [9, 13, [22] [23] [24] . In the studies, some more critical influence mechanisms were revealed, such as the formation of dead zones [21, 25] and run-ups [26, 27] . e dead zones allow momentum to run-up vertically along the barrier [28] , and the run-ups reduce the load on the top of the barrier and increase the impact pressure. e granular material gradually accumulates at the base of the barriers and rapidly attenuates energy by shearing of the grains to suppress the run-up height against the barriers. Further studies have shown that grain size and gradation both exert a great influence on the impact process, thus resulting in larger run-up heights and peak impact forces [29, 30] .
With the rapid development of scientific computing technologies and modern mechanics theories, numerical simulations have become an important means to study the interaction process between granular flows and barriers. So far, the continuous model used for granular flow simulation is primarily based on the depth-averaged theory [21, 29, [31] [32] [33] [34] and is similar to the shallow water model. e main differences of the continuous model are that different bottom resistance terms were used for the corresponding granular material types [2, 29, 33] and that the lateral pressure coefficient related to the motion state was introduced [21, 29, 31, 35] . Although the continuous model has been widely applied in large-scale granular flow simulations using different numerical methods, the depthaveraged theory is essentially a planar two-dimensional model, which can neither yield more information about the mechanical behavior of the granular material against structures [36, 37] nor supply the concerned barrier peak impact forces when applied in the simulation of granular flows with vertical momentum [30, 38] . erefore, the discrete element method is more suitable for simulations of the physical process of granular flows impacting barriers [24, [39] [40] [41] [42] . Numerical simulation by the discrete element method can reproduce the processes of experiments or actual disasters, and the simulation results can be verified by comparison with experimental results. Furthermore, the complex interactions between granular flows and barriers and the main pathways of energy dissipation can also be better understood through analysis [10, 11] . However, the discrete element method has higher requirements for calculation, so it is only appropriate for use to analyze the interaction between small-scale granular flows and barriers and to study the corresponding mechanisms [14] .
Obviously, the current limited understanding of the obstruction process of barriers toward granular flow has hindered the development of protective barrier designs [43] .
is study focused on the widely used rigid netting barriers with a simple structure (for convenience in the text, the rigid netting barrier is abbreviated as RNB). e discrete element method was used to simulate the obstruction process of RNB toward granular flow under different setting conditions. At the same time, the mechanisms of some special phenomena, the impact of granular flow on barriers, and the deceleration and obstruction effects exerted on granular flow by barriers were also studied. Furthermore, the numerical simulation can compensate for the insufficiency of the current test technology in measuring granular flow velocity and its impact on the RNB. Finally, the discrete element method can provide suggestions for the rational design and optimization of barrier layouts.
Numerical Methods
e software PFC3D based on the discrete element method was used for numerical calculations. According to the characteristics of this study, the linear contact model and the slip model were selected, and quartz sand was simulated by clumps.
Contact Model.
In the contact-stiffness models shown in Figure 1 , the force between two entities in contact is decomposed into normal force and shear force [44] . e normal force and the increment of the shear force can be, respectively, expressed as follows:
where F n i is the normal force, K n is the normal stiffness at the contact, U n is the normal overlap of discrete elements, n i is the unit normal vector, ΔF s i is the increment of shear force, K s is the shear stiffness at the contact, and ΔU s i is the relative displacement increment in the shear direction.
It can be seen from Equation (1) that the relationship between the contact force and the relative displacement can be expressed by the contact stiffness, including the normal stiffness and shear stiffness. e linear contact model is the most commonly used contact model, which assumes that the stiffness is a continuous variable. e normal contact stiffness and the shear contact stiffness between contact entities A and B (which could be a ball, a clump, a wall, a line wall, or other elements) are, respectively, expressed as follows:
where k n and k s represent the normal stiffness and shear stiffness of the two entities, respectively. Furthermore, when the absolute value of the shear force at the contact |F s i | is greater than the maximum allowable shear contact force F s max � μ|F n i | (where the friction coefficient at the contact μ is equal to the minimum of the friction coefficient of the two contact entities), relative sliding occurs between the entities, and F s i � sgn(F s i )F s max .
Equations of Motion for a Clump.
To simulate discrete elements with complex shapes, balls can be clumped together. e clump can generally be regarded as a rigid body and allows the existence of overlap between the balls. e contact force inside the clump was not taken into account in the calculation, and only the external contact force was considered [44] . In addition to the total mass m and the location of the centroid x [G] i , the basic properties of a clump model are the inertia moment I ii and the inertia products I ij . ese properties can be expressed in the following equation:
e clump model moves like a rigid body. e centroid moment M i can be calculated as follows:
where the centroid moment M [p] i is the applied moment of the grain, F [p] k is the resultant force acting on the grain, and F [p,c] k is the contact force acting on the grain. e rate of change of the angular momentum _ H i can be calculated as follows:
Since M i � _ H i , the rotational motion of a clump can be found by simultaneously solving Equations (4) and (5) . e equation for translational motion can be written in the following form:
where F i is the resultant force, F [p] i is the externally applied force acting on the grain, F [p,c] i is the force acting on the grain at the contact, and g i is the body force acceleration vector.
By solving Equation (6), the position of the clump center of mass at moment t can be expressed by as follows:
After determining the translational and rotational velocities of the clump, the velocity of each ball in the clump can be expressed as follows:
e above iterative calculations were continuously performed on all elements so that the dynamic simulation of the studied object can be finally realized.
Numerical Verification.
e correctness and availability of the numerical simulations need to be verified before performing systematic studies of the obstruction process of RNB toward granular flow. Numerical simulations were performed on the basis of the experiments conducted by Jiang and Towhata [45] . ese experiments were mainly carried out using the setup shown in Figure 2 . A flow flume with a length, width, and height of 2.93 m, 0.30 m, and 0.35 m, respectively, was used to provide an experimental environment for dry granular flow movement, and the angle between the bottom of the flow flume and the horizontal plane was adjusted by rotation around the bottom fixed point. At the downstream end of the flow flume, a rigid wall was placed perpendicular to the bottom. e normal force on the wall could be measured by the sensor. At the initial moment, the dry granular material was placed in a square box of the upper flow flume. e dry granular material was limestone gravel with a grain size of 20 mm. L and H are the length and height of the box, respectively. During the experiment, the start of the granular material was controlled by momentarily opening the trigger gate perpendicular to the flow flume, and the distance L 1 between the control gate and the rigid wall was 2.19 m. e friction angles of the flume bottom, flume sides, and rigid wall were 25°, 15°, and 21°, respectively, which were obtained from experiments [45] . Based on these friction angles, the corresponding friction coefficients were determined. e downstream rigid wall was divided into 6 segments, with each having the same width of 0.3 m as the bottom board of the flow flume. e height of segment nos. 1-5 was 5 cm, and the height of segment no. 6 was 15 cm, as shown in Figure 3 . Although granular flow can run up after reaching the rigid wall, the grains that can reach the height of segment 6 under the experimental conditions may be quite few, which will lead to a quite limited impact of the grains at this height. erefore, the height of segment 6 being set to 3 times that of the other segments can facilitate the collection of the impact force of these scattered grains so that the sensor can effectively work within its measuring range. e unit-width normal force of the six segments from the bottom to the top is denoted by F i , where i is the number of each horizontal segment, and segments were numbered from the bottom to the top in the order of 1-6. h i represents the distance between the center of each horizontal segment and the bottom.
As the actual grain shape is generally irregular, the simulation of the movement process of granular flow using only spherical grain element sometimes does not achieve good results [24, 30] . To provide a more realistic effect, an irregular shape of limestone gravel comprising four balls of the same size was used in the experiments. e four balls formed a clump element, and the distance between any two of the four balls was equal. After using the test data for numerical calibration and optimization, it was determined that when the distance D between the centers of the balls is 1.5 times the radius R of the balls (i.e., D � 1.5 R), the simulation effect is the best [30] , as shown in Figure 4 . To make the clump element and the limestone gravel with a diameter of approximately 20 mm equivalent in volume and density, the radii and densities of the balls were calibrated. It should be specially noted that the equivalent volume method was chosen here instead of the equivalent size method because when the clump mass is the same as the grain mass, the equivalent volume method enables the clump to achieve a density consistent with limestone gravel for a realistic and efficient numerical simulation. e radius of the balls was finally determined to be 6.6 mm, and the density was 2.34 kg/m 3 .
According to the physical property parameters of reference [45] , the mesoparameters shown in Table 1 were used in the calculation.
To make the number of clump elements in the simulation approximately equal to the number of gravel grains in the experiment, the number of clumps np was calculated using equation n p � V t ρ t /V s ρ s , where V t and ρ t are, respectively, the total volume and density of the limestone gravel and V s and ρ s are the volume and density of the clumps, respectively. e experiment numbered L44-H15-α40°in the literature [45] was selected for numerical calculation and verification. is experiment requires L � 44 cm, H � 15 cm, and α � 40°in Figure 2 .
Before the numerical verification, the mesoscopic parameters were calibrated by means of calculation and adjustment to correspond to the macroparameters used in the literature [45] , such as the density and contact friction angle. In addition, to establish the calculation model, the size of the flow flume and the initial position and shape of the granular material (including the length and height) were calibrated before the numerical verification to ensure that the calculation corresponded to the experimental conditions of the geometric model. After the calibration work was done, the variation of the normal forces acting on the six rigid walls in the experiment was calculated using the discrete element method, and the calculation results were compared with the experimental results, as shown in Figure 5 . Since the raw data calculated based on the discrete element method are relatively fluctuating, noise reduction measures were taken to better compare and analyze the raw data and the experimental data.
In addition to the unit-width normal forces of each barrier, the total force and moment acting on the rigid wall could be further obtained, as shown in Figure 6 , which includes the experimental [45] and simulated results of the total unit-width normal force F and moment M of the test L44-H15-α40°.
By comparing the numerical results with the experimental data, it can be seen that although there are certain differences in some details, the overall calculation results agree well with the experimental data. Numerical simulations can reflect the effect of granular flow on rigid walls [30] . erefore, more in-depth research and discussion can be carried out on this basis.
Numerical Results
After verification of the numerical calculation, more information was also obtained, such as the force acting on the barrier from granular flow during the obstruction process.
is also suggests that the numerical simulation can be used to study the obstruction of granular flow by some barriers that are difficult to examine using modern technology testing (such as RNB). In this study, the obstruction process of RNB toward granular flow was mainly analyzed. For the sake of comparison, the following numerical calculation studies were carried out with the calculation parameters and relevant conditions of the test L44-H15-α40°, and the selected grains had the same size as in the verification experiment. At the same time, considering the direct and important influence of the masses of grains that have not been obstructed by the RNB in the downstream, the obstruction efficiency is defined in this study as the ratio of the mass of the grains obstructed by the RNB relative to the total mass of the grains sliding from the source area.
On the basis of the verification examples, the RNB was placed at different positions of the flow flume to obstruct the granular flow to allow study of the force characteristics and the obstruction efficiency of the RNB under different setting conditions, as shown in Figure 7 . For easy comparative analysis, the calculation parameters used for the numerical verification were still adopted in the following study. In particular, the RNB was simulated by line-wall elements. e linear contact model and slip model were used for the line wall elements as well as the wall elements, and the material property setting of the line wall elements was the same as that of the sidewall (Table 1 ). e RNB shown in Figure 7 has a width of 0.3 m, which is the same as the width of the flow flume. In the following experiments, the obstruction effect of the RNB under different conditions (such as different positions, heights, and mesh sizes) and the force characteristics of the RNB were studied and analyzed.
Influence of RNB Position.
To study the influence of the RNB position on the dynamic process, the RNB was placed 0.55 m, 1.10 m, and 1.64 m away from the downstream rigid wall, respectively. At the same time, to obtain good Advances in Civil Engineering obstruction efficiency, the RNB dimensions were set to 0.30 m × 0.35 m, which was consistent with the crosssectional dimension of the flow flume, and the mesh size was 20 mm. During the numerical verification of the test for L44-H15-40°, 2408 clumps matched with the test granular material were generated in the source area. ese clumps were used in the following analysis of the uniform-size grains. e obstruction efficiency of the RNB toward the granular flow was calculated at different positions, as shown in Table 2 . It can be seen from Table 2 that, owing to the reasonable height and mesh size, the obstruction efficiency was over 98%, which could basically achieve effective obstruction of the granular flow. e grains which were not effectively obstructed may have passed over the RNB by colliding with each other during the movement. When the RNB was placed at the relatively downstream position (in Case A1), the velocity of the grains was larger and the collision between the grains was more frequent, so the obstruction was less efficient than that when the RNB was placed upstream. Since each grain has its own velocity, to describe the overall 
Normal force of unit width (N/m) Advances in Civil Engineering movement of the granular flow, the velocities of all grains were weighted and averaged, and then the granular flow velocity was obtained, which can be expressed as follows:
where v f is the granular flow velocity and m i and v i are the mass and velocity of the i th clump, respectively. e time history of the granular flow velocity when the RNB was placed at different positions was calculated, as shown in Figure 8 .
e time history of the impact of the granular flow on the RNB when placed at different positions was calculated, as shown in Figure 9 .
From the time history of the velocity when the RNB was placed at different positions, it can be seen that when the grains moved toward the RNB, the velocity decreased significantly due to the obstruction from the RNB, and the maximum velocity appeared accordingly. e maximum velocity is an important indicator to characterize the hazard of granular flow and is one of the significant control factors in engineering design. Compared with the case in which the RNB was placed upstream, the granular flow had a higher velocity (the maximum velocity) when it reached a downstream RNB, and its deceleration process was faster, which may cause a stronger impact on the downstream RNB. is deduction was also confirmed in Figure 9 , where it can be clearly seen that when the RNB was placed upstream, the peak and stable values of the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB were smaller, and the ratios between the two values were also smaller. When the RNB was placed downstream, the impact of the granular flow was stronger due to the greater velocity (the maximum velocity), so the peak and stable values of the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB, as well as the ratio of the two values, were larger, and at this time, the impact on the RNB was more fluctuating.
To analyze the typical process of a granular flow under obstruction by an RNB and to understand the characteristics of the forces acting on the RNB more deeply, the Case A1 working condition with a large impact on the RNB was studied. e velocity and shape of the granular flow at different moments are shown in Figure 10 .
As seen from Figure 10 , when the grains reached the RNB, a reverse rebound motion occurred. With the arrival and accumulation of the grains, a "dead zone" with a granular velocity of zero was formed in front of the RNB.
is region actually reshaped the bottom boundary of the granular flow movement, and the following grains began to "run-up." As the dead zone progressively expanded and the grains continued to run up on the dead zone, the final accumulation formed in front of the RNB. It has also been found that several grains passed over the RNB due to an upward velocity generated by the strong collision and then impacted the downstream rigid wall. e downstream RNB obstructed the grains that had larger velocities and stronger collisions, and these grains also had higher run-up heights and final stack heights, with more significant run-up motion.
is is a good explanation for the fact that the peak and stable values of the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB were larger and that the time history was more fluctuating.
In actual protection engineering, it is often impossible to determine the source of the failure rock and soil material. For example, the location of an unstable landslide on the side of a gully is difficult to determine effectively. Moreover, an RNB in a higher position has a large potential energy after obstructing a granular flow multiple times, and once destroyed, it will pose a greater threat downstream. erefore, to obtain a greater range of protection, the RNB is generally placed as close to the downstream as possible to more reliably protect the buildings and facilities. erefore, the following calculations were based on the setting of a downstream RNB.
Influence of RNB Height.
To study the influence of the height setting of the RNB on the dynamic process, RNB with heights of 0.10 m, 0.20 m, 0.30 m, and 0.35 m was placed 0.55 m away from the rigid wall, respectively. e width of the RNB was set to 0.30 m, which was the same as the section width of the flow flume. e mesh size was also set to 20 mm, and the obstruction efficiency of the RNB toward granular flow was calculated for different heights, as shown in Table 3 .
It can be seen from Table 3 that the height of the RNB has a great influence on the obstruction efficiency. If a higher obstruction efficiency is desired, a sufficient RNB height is necessary, in addition to a reasonable mesh size. If the RNB is not high enough, a space sufficient to accommodate the granular material cannot be formed so that a high obstruction efficiency cannot be achieved. Meanwhile, since the grains run up after reaching the RNB, an "overflow" phenomenon may occur when the run-up height exceeds the RNB height, resulting in a low obstruction efficiency. Advances in Civil Engineering e time history of the granular flow velocity when RNB with different heights was placed was calculated, as shown in Figure 11 . e time history of the impact of the granular flow on the placed RNB with different heights was calculated, as shown in Figure 12 .
It can be seen from Figure 11 that, under the obstruction of the RNB, the velocity began to decrease. Each case has the same maximum granular flow velocity, and the granular flow has the same deceleration process before running up to the RNB height. Interestingly, however, when the RNB height was insufficient, an obvious "platform" appeared in the falling section of the velocity curve, which means that the decrease of the velocity slowed, which was related to the overflow. During the run-up, once the grains reached the maximum height of the RNB, they passed over the RNB and continued to accelerate downstream. If the RNB height exceeded the maximum run-up height of the granular flow, overflow could be avoided. e increase of the RNB height above this maximum run-up height had little effect on the dynamic process. In this case, increasing the RNB height can only obstruct a very small number of grains splashed by the collision, and the influence on the obstruction efficiency was extremely small.
It can be seen from Figure 12 that when the RNB height exceeded the maximum run-up height of the granular flow, the time history of the impact on the RNB did not substantially change. When the RNB height was relatively small, although the granular flow had the same maximum velocity as in the cases in which the RNB was higher, a large number of grains passed over the RNB in an overflow manner, thereby reducing the impact on the RNB. During the overflow, the ratios of the peak and stable values of the unitwidth normal force and moment acting on the RNB were relatively large. By comparing the time histories of Case B1 and Case B2, when overflow occurs, the peak and stable values of the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB are not simply proportional to the RNB height. At the same time, as the RNB height increases, the run-up height of the grains is larger, and the force arm increases so that the growing rate of the unit-width moment acting on the RNB is greater than that of the unit-width normal force.
To analyze the kinetic characteristics of a granular flow with an insufficient RNB height, the Case B2 working condition with typical overflow characteristics was studied in detail, and the velocity and shape of the granular flow at different moments are shown in Figure 13 .
As seen from Figure 13 , the rebound of the grains when they first reached the RNB and the formation of the dead zone in front of the RNB showed no difference relative to the discussed Case A1. After the subsequent grains ran up to the maximum height of the RNB, they passed over the RNB in an overflow manner due to the lack of sufficient constraints. A stable dead zone was also gradually formed during the overflow process, and the dead zone was continuously developed and formed a final accumulation. After the overflow, the discharged grains moved downstream in the form of a projectile, which caused a large impact on the downstream bottom area of the flow flume. In actual engineering, this area may eventually form an impact crater, so it needs to be an item of focus. e calculation results show that, under the condition of an insufficient RNB height, the grains pass the RNB in the manner of overflow, thereby causing damage to the downstream. Due to the complexity of the granular flow movement and application conditions, the design height of the RNB cannot be obtained by simple calculation. e most effective method is to obtain the maximum run-up height of the granular flow under the corresponding conditions by numerical calculation.
According to the above analysis, the granular flow runs up when obstructed by the RNB, and overflow occurs when the RNB height cannot reach the maximum run-up height. erefore, only if the design height of the RNB exceeds the maximum run-up height of the granular flows, the overflow can be avoided, and then the RNB can play its due role. Under the conditions of the examples in this study, to achieve better obstruction efficiency, the RNB height should be at least 0.3 m. Combined with the size of the actual flow flume, the following calculations and discussion will all be based on an RNB height of 0.35 m. 
Influence of the RNB Mesh Size.
To study the influence of the RNB mesh size on the dynamic process, an RNB with a size of 0.30 m × 0.35 m was placed 0.55 m away from the rigid wall. e mesh size was set to 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm, respectively. e obstruction efficiency of the RNB toward granular flow was calculated for different mesh sizes, as shown in Table 4 . Table 4 shows a high obstruction efficiency of the RNB for the set mesh sizes. Even when the mesh size reached nearly 2 times the grain size, the obstruction efficiency was still relatively high, reaching 78.70%, which seems to be different from our intuitive experience. For deeper understanding of this phenomenon, a further analysis is necessary. In the case in which the mesh size is larger than the grain size, although the grains that first reach the RNB may pass through the RNB due to their smaller size, the subsequently arriving grains form a force chain by contacting each other in front of the RNB. e force chain can effectively prevent the continuous passage of the grains, thereby achieving effective obstruction of grains smaller than the mesh size and forming the mechanism through which an RNB with a large-mesh size can still effectively obstruct fine grains. When the mesh size is relatively small, unobstructed grains mainly pass over the RNB by collision, which is sometimes difficult to avoid in actual engineering. When the mesh size reaches 0.02 m, continuing to reduce the mesh size provides stronger constraints and hindrance to the grains and, thus, can slightly improve the obstruction efficiency. e time history of the granular flow velocity when RNB with different mesh sizes was placed was calculated, as shown in Figure 14 .
e time history of the impact of the granular flow on RNB with different mesh sizes was calculated, as shown in Figure 15 .
It can be seen from Figure 14 that the granular flow has different velocity curves after reaching RNB with different mesh sizes. When the mesh size is relatively large, the velocity deceleration is slow, and even the peak of the velocity curve is slightly increased because more grains passed through the RNB with a larger mesh size to continue the acceleration downstream. Obviously, the maximum granular flow velocity before reaching the RNB should be adopted for structural design.
is value is the same in these cases because the increase in velocity caused by the accelerated motion of the grains that passed through the mesh to the downstream is not related to the force acting on the RNB. When the mesh size reached the grain size, the influence of reducing the mesh size on the velocity was not obvious.
It can be seen from Figure 15 that as the mesh size increased, part of the grains passed through the larger mesh, so the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB were greatly reduced. Although this phenomenon reduced the load on the RNB, the grains passing through the mesh may also harm the downstream. When the mesh size reached 0.02 m, which was equivalent to the grain size, continuing to reduce the mesh size hardly changed the time history of the impact on the RNB, and this was because when the mesh size was small enough, the grains could no longer pass through the RNB. When the mesh size was small enough, the granular flow had a higher run-up and, thus, a larger force arm, resulting in a larger difference between the unit-width moments acting on the RNB with different mesh sizes.
To analyze the kinetic characteristics of the granular flow under the condition of a larger mesh size RNB, Case C3 with grain passing-through characteristics was studied in detail, and the velocity and shape of the granular flow at different moments are shown in Figure 16 .
It can be seen from Figure 16 that when the grains reached the RNB, since the grain size was smaller than the mesh size, part of the grains moved downstream through the RNB, and the grains that had not passed through the RNB contacted and supported each other to form a relatively stable force chain, which in turn formed a dead zone with an obstruction effect, after which the subsequent grains ran up in the dead zone. When the granular flow reached a new height, some of the grains moved downstream through the RNB, so the grains could be seen to pass through the RNB from the bottom to the top. e grains that passed through the RNB from a higher position moved downstream in the form of projectile motion. Similar to the overflow, the grains passing through the RNB from a higher position impacted the downstream bottom, and thus, the area of the impacted bottom should be given sufficient attention. Although the grain passing-through phenomenon exists when the mesh size is larger than the grain size, the force chain formed by the grains in front of the RNB can effectively obstruct the subsequent grains, thereby achieving better obstruction efficiency. However, due to the complexity of granular flow movement, it is impossible to obtain the obstruction efficiency under large-mesh size conditions by simple methods. erefore, numerical simulations may be the most effective method when experimental conditions are limited. e above analysis shows that, to improve the obstruction efficiency and avoid the grain passing-through phenomenon, it is necessary to set the mesh size small enough. In the case of uniform-size grains, if the mesh size used is smaller than the grain size, the passing-through phenomenon can be avoided, on the basis of which continuing to reduce the mesh size has little effect on improving the obstruction efficiency. However, grains in nature generally do not have the same size but instead have a wide gradation distribution, so further research is needed on the obstruction of the RNB toward graded grains.
Influence of Grain Size Gradation.
To study the influence of the grain size gradation on the dynamic process, an RNB with a size of 0.30 m × 0.35 m was placed 0.55 m away from the rigid wall to avoid the occurrence of overflow. e grains used in the calculations have a grain size gradation distribution, as shown in Table 5 . Under the condition of test L44-H15-α40°, a total of 13988 clumps were generated in the source area according to the grain size gradation distribution. ese clumps used the same calculation parameters as those used for the uniform-sized grains. e mesh size of the RNB was set to 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm, respectively. e obstruction efficiency of the RNB toward the granular flow was calculated under different mesh size conditions, as shown in Table 5 . Table 6 shows that although some grains were still able to pass through the RNB, RNB with larger mesh sizes can still obstruct smaller grains and obtain a higher obstruction efficiency. e formation mechanism of this result is similar to that by which RNB obstructs uniform-size grains. By comparing the results of Case C with those of Case D, it can be found that, under the same mesh size conditions, when the mesh size was larger, the obstruction efficiency of the RNB toward the graded grains was higher, and when the mesh size was less, the obstruction efficiency was relatively low. is is because although the median size of the graded grains was the same as the grain size of the uniform-sized grains, when the mesh size was large, the RNB could ensure the obstruction of grains larger than the median size to improve the obstruction efficiency, but when the mesh size was small, the RNB could not effectively obstruct grains smaller than the median size, thereby reducing the obstruction efficiency. is indicates that the obstruction of an RNB toward the graded grains is quite different from that toward uniform-sized grains. Since the obstruction of graded grains mainly comes from the force chain formed by the mutual contact and support between the grains in front of the RNB, the obstruction efficiency of the RNB toward graded grains cannot be obtained by simple calculation. e time history of the graded granular flow velocity when RNB with different mesh sizes was placed was calculated, as shown in Figure 17 . e time history of the impact of the graded granular flow on the placed RNB with different mesh sizes was calculated, as shown in Figure 18 .
As seen from Figure 17 , the time history of the graded granular flow velocity has similar characteristics to that of the uniform-sized grains. For example, when the mesh size was relatively large, the fine grains continued to move forward through the mesh and slowed the deceleration of velocity and caused a weak increase in the peak of the velocity curve, but the curve trends were not obvious. For this reason, although coarse grains exist as shown in Table 5 , the larger mesh size was not discussed in this study. e fine grains that need to follow a more complex path to eventually pass through the RNB consume more energy, so the increased frequency collisions between the grading grains consume more energy too. Similar to the analysis of the cases with uniform-sized grains, although the peak of the velocity curve was obtained when studying the time history of the graded granular flow velocity under different RNB settings, it was affected by the accelerated motion of the grains that passed through the RNB. erefore, structural designs should be developed with reference to the maximum granular flow velocity before reaching the RNB but without consideration of the peak of the velocity curve, despite the quite small difference between these two velocity values in cases with graded grains.
It can be seen from the results shown in Figure 18 that the time histories of the impact of graded grains and uniform-sized grains on the RNB have similar characteristics. For example, the RNB with a larger mesh size under the impact of the graded grains was subject to a lesser unitwidth normal force and moment. e difference between the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB is gradually reduced as the mesh size decreases. ere are also some significant differences; for example, due to the greater density of the graded grains, the peak and stable values of the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB were larger. Meanwhile, under the impact of graded grains, the unit-width normal force and moment acting on the RNB were more fluctuating.
is strong fluctuation made it difficult to distinguish the local curves under different mesh size conditions. is is because under the impact of graded grains, the collisions between the grains were more complicated and frequent, so this strong fluctuation must also be paid attention in actual engineering.
During the flow process, the graded grains showed a regular grain size distribution through complex interactions Advances in Civil Engineering 13 such as collisions and friction, which is called grain-size segregation [46, 47] . To analyze the characteristics of grainsize segregation in front of the RNB, the grain distributions under different mesh size conditions were compared, as shown in Figure 19 .
As seen from the distribution diagram shown in Figure 19 , the graded granular flow stopped and accumulated under the obstruction of the RNB and showed a certain grain size distribution characteristic. When the mesh size was relatively large, the grain size gradually decreased along the flume in the upstream direction due to the passing-through phenomenon, while the distribution along the height of the RNB exhibited more large grains in the upper part and more small grains in the lower part. e reason for this grain size distribution may be that the larger grains had more chance to be subjected to the upward impact force during the collision, and the small grains were more likely to be deposited through intergranular pore spaces to the bottom. e movement and accumulation processes of graded grains are complicated. At present, the understanding of the mechanism of grain-size segregation is not deep enough, so it still needs constant study [48, 49] . e grain size distribution determines the partitioning of the physicomechanical properties of the deposits in front of the RNB including the density, porosity, and permeability, which is the premise for the study of the forces on the RNB and for the stability analysis and cleanup of deposits. e discrete element method can effectively simulate the obstruction process of an RNB toward a complex graded granular flow, thus providing a reliable reference for the optimal design of RNB structures.
In actual engineering, natural grains usually have a wide gradation distribution, and it is almost inevitable that fine grains pass through the RNB; thus, it is not necessary to obstruct all grains. When a sufficiently small mesh size is set, the force chain formed between the grains can still effectively obstruct most of the grains. At the same time, graded grains with more complex flow characteristics than those of uniform-size grains have a strong fluctuating impact on the RNB through more frequent collisions and form a special grain size distribution in front of the RNB. e discrete element numerical simulation can capture this information and provide a reference for reasonable RNB setting to achieve the expected protection effect.
Discussion
RNB is a common engineering structure that can effectively obstruct granular flow disasters. Since it is difficult to obtain information such as the granular flow velocity and the time history of the forces acting on an RNB during the obstruction process using existing measurement technology, numerical simulations become an inevitable choice for use in the design and optimization of RNB structures.
In this study, a typical granular flow experiment was numerically simulated. Based on the verification of the correctness of the numerical simulation, the numerical analysis method was used to compare the protective effect of different RNBs on granular flows and the time history of the forces and moments acting on the RNB, and some useful conclusions were obtained. However, the simplified experiments and calculation models still have some ineluctable differences relative to actual protection engineering. For example, an actual RNB may have deformability, and the deformation of the structure will cause a new structural stress distribution. At the same time, whether the material of the mesh structure has sufficient strength and whether the RNB and the boundary have a reliable connection also become primary factors in maintaining the safety of the protective structure. ese factors have not been considered in this study, so they are the direction in which the numerical model needs to be further improved and developed. Although the influences of several factors, such as the RNB stiffness and deformation, were neglected in the calculation of the obstruction by the RNB, the results can still show the influence of the structural form and arrangement of the RNB on the main aspects, such as the forces acting on the RNB and the obstruction efficiency toward grains under the condition that the structural rigidity and strength are sufficient. erefore, these studies apply to RNB with high stiffness and strength. However, if the RNB stiffness is insufficient, or even if the structure is flexible in actual engineering, the conclusions of this study will no longer be valid, and further research must be conducted to dynamically couple the calculations of the RNB and granular flow so that the numerical simulation can fully present the influence of the deformation or even damage of the mesh structure on the dynamic process.
In nature, grains have a wide gradation distribution, so the phenomenon in which fine grains pass through the RNB is almost inevitable in the prevention of actual disasters. At this point, combined with the grading characteristics of the protected rock and soil, the granular flow can be obstructed by setting multiple layers of RNB. As this method helps achieve grading obstruction and reduce the forces acting on the single-layer RNB, the failure risk of the single-layer RNB due to excessive force is reduced, thus providing a reliable solution to a complex engineering problem. Due to limited space, this study did not undertake more in-depth optimization analysis for multilayer RNB settings. Nevertheless, the calculations for the single-layer RNB presented in this study can still reflect some fundamental obstruction characteristics of RNB toward graded granular flow. ese studies are useful for further designing multilayer RNB and comprehensive protective measures.
Although the optimization analysis of RNB herein is not combined with specific engineering, the numerical simulation can be used to obtain dynamics data that are difficult to acquire using existing measuring equipment during the obstruction process of granular flow, such as the time history of the granular flow velocity, the time history of the unitwidth normal force and moment acting on the RNB, and the size distribution of the graded grains in front of the RNB. Based on these data, it is possible to place an RNB to avoid harmful phenomena such as overflow, withstand the designed impact load, and achieve the desired obstruction efficiency. erefore, this study can provide a reference for the optimization of RNB structures and layouts in practical engineering.
Conclusions
With the characteristics of a simple structure and quick construction, the RNB is an excellent and economical form of a protective structure. Based on the correctness verification of the numerical simulation, the obstruction process of an RNB toward granular flows under different setting conditions was analyzed in this study.
It was found that there are several points that should be given attention when designing an RNB. (i) e position setting affects the time history of the forces acting on the RNB and the obstruction efficiency. Under the condition under which the source of the granular flow has been determined, the RNB should be placed upstream to improve the obstruction efficiency and reduce the forces on the RNB; otherwise, the RNB should be placed downstream to provide more reliable protection. (ii) Under effective obstruction from an RNB, the granular flow runs up in front of the RNB, so it is necessary to set an RNB high enough to avoid the overflow phenomenon. (iii) When the mesh size of the RNB is larger than the grain size, although the force chain formed between the grains in front of the RNB can support and obstruct fine grains, it is almost inevitable that small grains will pass through the mesh before the reliable force chain is formed, especially for naturally graded grains. erefore, to obtain the desired protective effect, it is necessary to set a suitable mesh size. (iv) Under the condition of graded grains, the time history of the forces acting on the RNB and the obstruction efficiency are more complicated. Due to the higher density of the graded grains, the RNB withstands a greater force.
rough the collision and action of differently sized grains, the time history of the forces acting on the RNB is more fluctuating. e abovementioned points can provide a reference for RNB design, but more specific optimization designs (such as the RNB position, height, and mesh size) still need to be obtained through numerical simulations and comparative studies. e numerical simulation can provide not only the obstruction efficiency and the granular flow movement but also the maximum granular flow velocity, the time history of the forces acting on the RNB, and the grain size distribution. In the case of limited measurement techniques for details, the numerical simulation has become an important means to study the obstruction process of RNB structures toward granular flow. Although this study did not take into account the more complex influences of RNB deformation and strength, the analysis has fully demonstrated the main characteristics of granular flow movement and its impact on the RNB, and the obtained results are applicable to RNB with sufficient stiffness and strength. e obstruction efficiency, maximum granular flow velocity, and peak and stable forces obtained by numerical calculations are important indicators for use in RNB design. rough numerical simulation and structural optimization, the RNB can be made more reasonable and effective.
